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Abstract

The GuideLine Interchange Format (GLIF) is a model for representing guidelines in a machine-
readable format. GLIF was developed by researchers from the InterMed Collaboratory at Co-
lumbia University, Harvard University (Brigham and Women’s Hospital and Massachusetts
General Hospital), and Stanford University to allow the exchange of clinical practice guidelines
among institutions and computer-based guideline applications. GLIF is an object-oriented rep-
resentation that consists of a set of classes for guideline entities, attributes for those classes, and
data types for the attribute values. Our development of GLIF arose from our experience with and
analysis of four existing guideline systems, from which we derived a set of requirements for
guideline representation. We conducted a pilot study of GLIF in which we encoded four clinical
guidelines to assess the expressivity of GLIF and to study the variability that occurs when two
people encode the same guideline. We showed that GLIF provides adequate expressivity for en-
coding different types guidelines. A number of extensions of GLIF are possible and use of GLIF
has important implications for guideline developers.

1. Introduction
Recently, market pressures in the health-care industry and the trend toward managed care have
driven medical organizations to increase productivity and to reduce costs without adversely af-
fecting patient care. One method that has been proposed to achieve these goals is to adopt insti-
tutional and national standard practice guidelines that foster effective patient care and reduce
both practice variation and inappropriate use of resources.

The substantial work needed to develop good guidelines creates an incentive to make guidelines
sharable among different institutions and implementable in computer-based applications. Cur-
rently, guideline sharing is based on the dissemination of relatively unstructured documents. The
utilization of these documents for building computer-based applications is indirect. Providing a
common format for expressing guidelines is a necessary (but not sufficient) step in the direction
of creating sharable guidelines. If guidelines could be encoded in a common representation for-
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mat, and shared among institutions electronically, we would reap four benefits. First, a repository
of sharable guidelines would avoid duplication of effort among institutions that wish to use
common guidelines. Second, a common electronic format would allow guideline amendments
and modifications to be disseminated rapidly. Third, a common format would encourage the de-
velopment of application tools that help health-care practitioners to retrieve and use guideline
information. Fourth, a formal representation format would encourage guideline authors to be rig-
orous in the development process, producing guidelines with less ambiguity and with fewer er-
rors. Full realization of such benefits requires not only the creation of a common representation
format but also the evaluation of a guideline repository, systems that support dissemination of
guideline modifications, guideline information-retrieval applications, and guideline-authoring
tools.

In this article, we discuss the development of a common representation for guidelines. Our
group, the InterMed Collaboratory, has developed a format called GuideLine Interchange
Format (GLIF) that draws on our experiences with health-care guidelines. The InterMed Col-
laboratory includes informatics workers from Columbia University, Harvard University
(Brigham and Women’s Hospital and Massachusetts General Hospital), McGill University, and
Stanford University. The goal of InterMed is to facilitate collaboration in development of medi-
cal information systems, by using cooperative approaches to the development of infrastructure,
methods, tools, and resources that can be shared via the Internet.1,2 An important example of a
shared resource is a health-care guideline; thus, a primary task of the InterMed Collaboratory has
been to develop GLIF.

Our ultimate goal is to develop a standard for representing guidelines that facilitates guideline
sharing across the software tools at different medical institutions that manipulate, analyze, or
otherwise compute with an electronic representation of a health-care guideline. We refer to such
software systems as guideline applications. As we describe, there is a wide range of capabilities
among guideline applications in our institutions, and these applications have varying information
needs. Nonetheless, we have identified guideline elements that are common to these applications,
and developed GLIF as a formal way to specify them. Our hypotheses are that many guideline
applications can be written to use GLIF-encoded guidelines, and that GLIF will allow these ap-
plications to share health-care guideline information. In this paper, we propose a common repre-
sentation, show that it can be used to encode different types of guidelines, and present a study of
the encoding process.

We begin by providing a brief discussion of the goal of moving from paper-based guidelines to
computer-based guidelines and by presenting a description of currently recognized guideline
types and formats. We give a description of the GLIF development process, including an analysis
of four precursor guideline systems that contributed to that development, as well as the design of
our pilot study in which we encoded four clinical practice guidelines. We report on our experi-
ences with the encoding task, and then conclude with a discussion of the limitations of GLIF and
future directions.

2. Background
In 1990, the Institute of Medicine (IOM) defined practice guidelines as “systematically devel-
oped statements to assist practitioner and patient decisions about appropriate health care for spe-
cific clinical circumstances.”3 In 1992, the IOM Committee on Practice Guidelines clarified this
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definition further by adopting the following definition of appropriate care: “the expected health
benefit exceeds the expected negative consequences by a sufficient margin that the care is worth
providing.”4

A 1990 survey by Audet and colleagues showed that, although guidelines were being widely
promoted, organizations were devoting far more attention to guideline development than to
guideline implementation, where implementation included dissemination, training, monitoring,
and problem identification.5 This situation still holds, but there is increasing recognition that
computer-based systems offer new opportunities for guideline implementation. The IOM Com-
mittee on Practice Guidelines has stated that information and decision-support systems are cru-
cial elements in long-term strategies for promoting the use of guidelines.4

2.1. Paper-Based Versus Computer-Based Guidelines

Although there are relatively few health-care sites where practitioners routinely use computer-
based implementations of guidelines, there is good evidence that such computer-based systems
can have a positive effect on patient care. In a survey of the literature, Johnston and colleagues
identified 28 clinical trials that assessed the effects of computer-based clinical decision support
systems on clinician performance and patient outcome.6 The studies showed beneficial effects
from systems that provided support for drug-dose determination, intervened with preventive-care
reminders, or provided recommendations for the care of active medical problems. Few of the
studies showed significant improvements in patient outcome, but the authors concluded that fur-
ther studies are needed to assess clinical effects on patients.

Not only can computers improve the implementation of guidelines, but the task of translating
guidelines into computer-based formats can highlight deficiencies and lead to revisions that
make those guidelines more useful.3 Failure to develop rigorous approaches to guideline con-
struction prompted Shiffman and his colleagues to apply decision-table methods to verify guide-
line completeness and to detect inconsistencies and redundancies.7 A representational form of
guideline knowledge that promotes completeness and minimizes inconsistencies and redundan-
cies is essential if we want to implement and share guidelines for computer-based applications.

Specifying guidelines with sufficient detail for computer use can be difficult because greater pre-
cision may be required than is typically found in paper descriptions.8 Due to author oversight,
reliance on “common knowledge,” or a reluctance to be specific when scientific evidence is not
available, paper-based guidelines may omit details of patient assessment, fail to specify care
plans for certain conditions, or contain ambiguous directives regarding what actions are appro-
priate.9,10 Conversion of a paper-based guideline to a computer representation tends to reveal
these flaws and to require that they be addressed. Tierney and colleagues found it difficult to in-
corporate the heart-failure guidelines published by the Agency for Health Care Policy and Re-
search (AHCPR) into their local clinical information system, noting that many terms used in the
text-based guideline were defined inadequately (“left ventricular systolic dysfunction”), criteria
for decisions were unclear (“continued symptoms”), patient states were described inadequately
(“drug intolerance”), modifiers were vague (“frequently,” “recurring”), and other recommenda-
tions were vague (“when needed”).9 These investigators recommended that guidelines be written
in a simple if–then–else format, with all parameters defined strictly based on routinely collected
clinical data.
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In contrast to paper presentations, computer-based guideline applications can include additional
didactic material, such as images, videos, sounds, simulations, and links to bibliographic data-
bases. Given patient data—obtained either from the user in response to queries or through direct
access to an electronic medical record—guideline applications can automatically select the next
step in the guideline.11,12 Some guideline applications can function autonomously (for example,
by providing alerts13,14 or by selecting patients for enrollment in treatment protocols15). Lam in-
corporated practice guidelines in an environment that used computer-based suggestions, as well
as reminders, to identify important deviations.16 Protocols for long-term problems, such as those
for cancer chemotherapy,17 for treatment of AIDS18,19 and other conditions,20 have lent them-
selves to computer-based data-collection methodologies, and have spawned knowledge-sharing
and knowledge-reuse projects.21 An important aspect of guidelines is the determination of eligi-
bility of the patient; tools for evaluating eligibility have been developed by Tu and colleagues.15

Although there are advantages to using computer-based guideline applications, there are also
drawbacks: such applications often are difficult to develop and validate, have access to limited
data, and may not capture all the nuances and uncertainties expressed in natural language. Sev-
eral groups have experimented with implementing guideline applications, but only a few such
applications have been shared among institutions.22

2.2. Guideline Types and Formats

The 1992 IOM report lists five types of guidelines that are categorized by purpose. We use these
categories in our discussion of guideline types implemented by existing systems and in the se-
lection of guidelines for evaluation of GLIF. The guideline types, and examples provided by the
IOM report, are as follows:

1. Screening and prevention: Vaccination for pregnant women who are planning international
travel

2. Diagnosis and pre-diagnosis management of patients: Evaluation of chest pain in the emer-
gency room

3. Indications for use of surgical procedures: Indications for carotid endarterectomy

4. Appropriate use of specific technologies and tests as part of clinical care: Use of autolo-
gous or donor blood for transfusions

5. Guidelines for care of clinical conditions: Management of patients following coronary-
artery bypass graft

Another way to characterize a guideline is by the format in which the knowledge is presented.
The IOM report defines effective formatting as “presenting guidelines in physical arrangements
or media that can be readily understood and applied by practitioners, patients, or other intended
user groups” 4 The report presents 16 example guidelines that demonstrate a wide variety of for-
mats including the most common, narrative text, tables, and flowcharts, as well as graphs, maps,
photographs, lists, critical pathways, and if–then–else statements.

Narrative text, tables, and other formats that work well for human processing may not work so
well for computer processing. If the computer system is expected to provide patient-specific rec-
ommendations in a timely fashion and direct the user’s attention to only the most pertinent por-
tions of the guideline, formats that provide greater structure and explicit data representations are
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required. Thus, effective formatting for computer-based guideline systems must be not only ap-
propriate for the end user, but also effective for the intermediate representation used by the com-
puter software to manipulate guideline knowledge and patient data.

3. Development of GLIF
In April 1996, the Decision Systems Group at the Brigham and Women’s Hospital sponsored an
InterMed workshop on guideline representation to determine the requirements of a sharable rep-
resentation and to define a preliminary guideline-interchange format. For us to develop consen-
sus, it was essential that we understand the background and experience of each other. At the
workshop, collaborators from the four InterMed sites presented their previous work. Terminol-
ogy about guideline systems varied markedly, and different groups emphasized different aspects
of computer-based guidelines. After gaining a solid understanding of each group’s perspective,
workshop participants brainstormed to develop a consensus representation.

In the following sections, we describe and analyze the four precursor systems that contributed to
the choices that we made for GLIF, directing our attention to certain features deemed relevant for
comparison of systems. Based on this analysis, we derived a set of requirements that is important
for a sharable representation. Our prior experience with guideline systems at each institution and
our conclusions about requirements led us to the development of GLIF. Finally, we present the
GLIF specification and provide a brief example of a GLIF-encoded guideline.

3.1. Analysis of the Four Guideline-Representation Systems

Topics that we considered relevant to guideline representation in each of the four systems were
the following: (1) purpose of the system, (2) examples of guidelines implemented, (3) basic
structure and building blocks for storing the knowledge, (4) input and output, (5) representation
of sequences of decisions and actions, and (6) representation of eligibility criteria and criteria for
making transitions between events. In this section, we give a general description of each system
with respect to these features.

3.1.1. Implementation of Medical Logic Modules at Columbia
Medical Logic Modules (MLMs)23 are software modules, written in the Arden Syntax,24,25,26 that,
when implemented in a clinical information system,27 run on databases of patient data and typi-
cally provide alerts or reminders for clinicians.28,29 The purpose of an MLM is to store knowl-
edge required for triggering an action based on data in a patient database. Most MLMs generate
messages that are sent to the health-care provider. Some messages are alerts that warn the pro-
vider of a potentially worrisome patient situation. Other messages provide interpretations of ex-
isting patient data or may provide a list of patients who fulfill certain criteria, such as eligibility
criteria for clinical trials. Reminders are stored in the electronic patient record so that the clini-
cian can review them during a patient visit.

Examples of guidelines implemented at Columbia are hypokalemia with digoxin therapy (alert),
tuberculosis cultures with positive or invalid results (alert), calculation of creatinine clearance
(interpretation), and identification of patient records that include admissions but no discharge
summaries (quality-assurance tracking). In terms of the IOM guideline categories, most MLMs
have been designed for screening and prevention. Test interpretation and identification of pa-
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tients with particular characteristics are not specific guideline categories listed by the IOM, but
are important examples of guideline types implemented as MLMs.

An MLM contains a data slot that specifies the mapping from terms in the MLMs to the corre-
sponding terms used in the local patient database. An evoke slot specifies the data element that
will cause the logic slot to act. The logic slot specifies what needs to be true about the data ele-
ment for the action to take place. The result of the logical statement is true or false. If it is true,
then the action in the action slot is executed; if it is false, then no action is taken. In addition to
these knowledge slots, there are slots that store documentation about maintenance of the module
and references to the literature.

Data input to the system are usually patient data from the database; the output usually is mes-
sages to providers. MLMs originally were designed to have a single set of data for input, a single
application of criteria logic, and a single set of resulting actions. In more complex guidelines,
there may be sequences of actions, each requiring its own set of data, and choices about actions
may depend on the results of previous actions and decisions. Sherman studied methods for
chaining together multiple MLMs,30 but such chaining is not well supported by the current Ar-
den-syntax standard.

3.1.2. GEODE-CM at Brigham and Women’s Hospital
GEODE-CM is a system that combines guidelines with structured data entry and data retrieval
from a clinical database.31 The purpose of the system is to suggest pertinent data to be collected,
decisions to be made, and actions to be taken for a given clinical-management state. The devel-
opers have emphasized its use for education of medical students, residents, and practicing physi-
cians. GEODE-CM, therefore, concentrates on presenting recommended processes of care, rather
than on providing alerts and reminders.

The GEODE-CM screen display for a particular clinical-management state initially shows a
clinical summary of the information that is currently known about a patient. Subsequently, the
display is organized like a SOAP (subjective, objective, assessment, and plan) note. The plan
section is composed of actions and transitions. Actions include diagnostic tests to be done and
therapies to be administered. Transitions specify clinical-management states to which the pa-
tient may go to next and criteria that determine whether the patient can reach those states.

An example of an implemented guideline is the diagnostic workup of a breast mass. This guide-
line belongs to the IOM category diagnosis and pre-diagnosis management of patients. Other
guidelines that would be appropriate for GEODE-CM are those in the category guidelines for
care of clinical conditions.

The basic building blocks for storing guideline knowledge in GEODE-CM are nodes that repre-
sent clinical-management states. A node is specified by a unique identifier, a name, pertinent
data, actions, warnings, transitions, and didactics. Didactics are supplemental material; they in-
clude narrative text or links to text, graphics, or video accessible on the World Wide Web.

Input to GEODE-CM includes patient data both retrieved from the database and entered by the
user. GEODE-CM differs, therefore, from MLMs in its incorporation of methods to guide data
entry by the clinician. The output consists of recommendations for what data to collect, what ac-
tions to follow, and what clinical-management state to go to next.
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Sequences of decisions and actions are important in GEODE-CM. There are specific eligibility
criteria for entering the guideline initially, a start node, and additional nodes linked by transi-
tions. Transitions specify transition criteria for going to another particular state. Both eligibil-
ity criteria and transition criteria are intended to be logical statements in conjunctive normal
form. A clinical-management state may contain more than one action if the order of performing
the actions does not matter.

3.1.3. MBTA at Massachusetts General Hospital
MBTA is an architecture for building large knowledge-based medical systems, tailored espe-
cially for clinical reminders and practice guidelines.32 It does not specify a particular syntax, and
it is not designed only for specifying computer-based clinical guidelines. Instead, it is a general
method for managing procedural modules and data objects. Workers have applied this method to
health-care guidelines, and built a system that provides recommendations to clinicians for par-
ticular patients. MBTA separates guideline knowledge and logic from the electronic patient-
record system.33 A client such as a clinical workstation or a World Wide Web browser connects
to and interacts with the MBTA guideline server.

Examples of guidelines implemented are (1) treatment of urinary incontinence, (2) screening for
and treatment of hypercholesterolemia, (3) management of low-back pain, and (4) selection of
patients for influenza vaccinations. Using the IOM categorization, these guidelines would be ex-
amples of screening and prevention (influenza vaccination, hypercholesterolemia) and guidelines
for care of clinical conditions (low-back pain, urinary incontinence, and hypercholesterolemia).

The basic components of the MBTA system are modules, objects, and explainers. An MBTA
module is the procedural portion, similar to a procedure in a traditional programming language.
However, instead of passing in parameters, MBTA enables modules to use objects for input and
output. An MBTA object is like a C++ object, but also provides temporal representation and the
ability to support automated vocabulary mapping. An object is a data structure that has a unique
name and a set of data fields. Each field has a name and a value or list of values. For example, a
cholesterol object might have four data fields that are relevant to a patient who is concerned
about cholesterol: age, diseases, gender, and cholesterol level.

An MBTA explainer is a special type of module that uses previously created groups of objects
to produce an explanation in narrative text about those objects. The explanation about a particu-
lar object is stored separately from that object, thereby making it possible for the system to gen-
erate different explanatory descriptions for the same object.

Input to the MBTA system comes from the clinical database; patient data are packaged as
MBTA objects. Output from the MBTA system is in the form of explanations.

Sequences of decisions and actions are represented in the procedural code of MBTA modules.
Eligibility criteria and transition criteria are not specifically labeled as such, but criteria that
serve the same functions are embedded in the procedural code of the modules.

3.1.4. EON at Stanford
EON is a component-based architecture for building systems that provide decision support for
guideline-based care.34 The components of EON that have been implemented identify guidelines
that are appropriate for a given patient, track a patient’s progress through a guideline, recom-
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mend appropriate tests and therapies for a given patient at a given time, and compare a clini-
cian’s management plan with the plan recommended by the guideline.

An example of a guideline implemented in EON is a clinical-trial protocol for breast-cancer
treatment. Clinical-trial protocols belong to the IOM category of guideline for care of a clinical
condition.

Basic knowledge structures included in the EON representation are protocol steps, intervention
states, eligibility criteria, conditions, and revision rules that change the current intervention being
considered. Protocol steps are intervention steps that specify an intervention, assessment steps
that specify data to collect to assess or diagnose a patient, or a combination of intervention and
assessment steps. Intervention states may be active, completed, aborted, or suspended to indi-
cate how far along an intervention is. Such states are particularly important for treatment proto-
cols where, for example, a round of outpatient chemotherapy may be aborted or suspended if a
patient does not tolerate the chemotherapeutic agents. Revision rules can change the current
state of an intervention or modify properties such as the dose of a prescribed drug. As they are in
GEODE-CM, eligibility criteria are represented explicitly. Conditions contain the conditional
logic for progressing from one protocol step to another and for making modifications in inter-
ventions.

Input to EON includes both patient data obtained from a clinical database and data acquired at
run time from the user. The output produced is recommendations for actions to be taken by the
clinician.

To represent sequences of decisions and actions in EON, guideline authors specify eligibility
criteria for entering the guideline, a start step, and one or more steps that may be taken following
each step. Often there are conditions specified that must hold true for a particular next step to be
taken. In other cases, a choice is not specified by the guideline, with the expectation that user
preferences will dictate which next step to follow (although user preferences are not formally
represented). In either case, a selection must be made regarding which step to take next. If there
are multiple possible next steps, the guideline author can indicate whether one of those steps,
some of those steps, or all of those steps must take place.

Other components of guideline management that are important to EON are a controlled vocabu-
lary, a temporal database manager,35 and decomposition of steps into finer-grained steps. Patient
data elements mentioned by the guideline must be mapped to concepts defined in the controlled
vocabulary. The temporal database manager can recognize temporal patterns in data stored in a
database, such as a situation where a patient has a low platelet count 7 to 14 days after receiving
the second course of a chemotherapy regimen. A collection of fine-grained steps, such as a set of
drug prescriptions, can be aggregated to a composite step, such as a chemotherapy regimen.

3.2. Requirements for a Sharable Guideline Representation

Analysis of the four existing systems revealed a number of commonalities and several ideas that
were unique to given systems. There was clearly a wide variety of terminologies used by the dif-
ferent research groups, and our goal was to acquire an understanding of which terms represented
features that were common across systems and which represented features that were unique. For
example, a node in GEODE-CM represents a clinical-management state, which is similar to, but
not equivalent to, a step that represents an action in EON. A node in GEODE-CM is followed by
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one or more transitions, each of which has transition criteria. A step in EON is followed by a
selection of one or more conditions. Again, these constructs are similar, but not exactly equiva-
lent. Certain features, such as a temporal database manager or specific links to the World Wide
Web, are unique to particular systems.

Creating a GLIF specification required moving beyond differences in local terminology to de-
termine desired functionality and to choose a mutually acceptable terminology for guideline
structural elements. From our discussions, we developed a set of representational requirements
for the GLIF model.

3.2.1 Representation of complex guidelines with branching logic. All four systems share the
goal of representing knowledge about guideline steps, with the intent of providing clinical rec-
ommendations given patient data. We all wanted to be able to represent complex guidelines with
branching logic, including guidelines that recommend diagnostic workups, therapies for particu-
lar conditions, and screening and prevention.

GEODE-CM and EON emphasize multiple steps linked together with branching possibilities.
MLMs in the current standard Arden Syntax tend to be used for simpler guidelines with a single
combination of a logical statement and an action. However, if MLMs were linked together, they
could potentially represent more complex guidelines. MBTA can also represent complex guide-
lines, but the representation of choices and actions is less explicit. We concluded that for a
sharable representation, it is important to represent explicitly the steps that specify actions or
choices in the guideline. Each of the four systems could be mapped to such a representation.

3.2.2 Representation of patient data elements. The decision-support system of implemented
MLMs running at Columbia-Presbyterian Medical Center is triggered by data in the patient data-
base used for actual patient care. The other three systems are research prototypes that do not in-
teract with real patient data currently, but are intended to be triggered by stored patient data or by
data requested as input from the user. MLMs have a data slot for specifying which data the pro-
gram must retrieve from the database and how those data elements map to the clinical parameters
in the logic slot; GEODE-CM has a section for pertinent data, which may refer either to data to
collect or to data already stored; MBTA has objects that contain data from the database packaged
in a particular manner; and EON has data elements that conform to a controlled vocabulary
linked to the system. We certainly need data structures that link the guideline to the data ele-
ments in the database or to data elements that are entered by the user. However, for the purposes
of this initial version of GLIF, we chose to avoid the problem of controlled vocabulary, because
there is currently no universal clinical vocabulary standard for the electronic medical record.

3.2.3 Representation of eligibility criteria. GEODE-CM and EON both have constructs for
representing eligibility criteria. MLMs have only one logic statement that serves as the criterion
for performing the designated action, and this statement can be viewed as the eligibility criteria
for a single-action guideline. However, eligibility criteria are intended to be used specifically for
determining patient entrance into a complex guideline; thus, this type of criteria is set apart as
distinct from all others within the guideline. In a sharable representation, we propose that eligi-
bility criteria for entrance into the guideline should be labeled as such.

3.2.4 Representation of a starting point. We agreed that there needs to be a specific starting
point to the guideline. Although we believed that it would be beneficial to permit entry to the
guideline at any point, we concluded that we would limit entry at a single point in the initial ver-
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sion of GLIF. A starting point is not relevant to MLMs that follow the current Arden Syntax
standard because MLMs do not occur in series, but instead fire independently. However, it is
possible to assign priorities to indicate which MLMs should fire before others. MBTA modules
do have implicit starting points, but do not label those points explicitly. GEODE-CM and EON
both identify a starting point—a clinical-management state in GEODE-CM and a protocol step in
EON—and we concluded that a starting point would be necessary for the sharable representation.

3.2.5 Representation of actions. GEODE-CM has actions, EON has interventions, MLMs have
action slots, and MBTA permits representation of actions within the code of MBTA modules.
Furthermore, guidelines can specify a considerable amount of detailed information about an ac-
tion. A therapeutic intervention, for example, might specify drug, amount, route of administra-
tion, and frequency. It is essential that a guideline representation provide for the representation of
these details. In GLIF, we chose to have an action entity that contains only a single action.

3.2.6 Representation of options that follow an action. One node in GEODE-CM can lead to
multiple transitions, and a protocol step in EON can lead to a selection of multiple possibilities.
Given the goal of representing branching logic, it was clear that our sharable representation also
needed a way to represent multiple options that follow an action. EON developers have found the
constructs one-of, some-of, and all-of to be useful, and we adopted this approach as well. If mul-
tiple actions must be performed concurrently, there must be a mechanism for representing the
point at which the multiple paths converge. The mechanism used in the EON system makes use
of a construct called a synchronization step. We have adopted this same approach for GLIF.

3.2.7 Representation of criteria for proceeding. Every action that may occur in the guideline
must be preceded by criteria for proceeding to that action. All four systems have ways of repre-
senting such criteria: transition criteria in GEODE-CM, predicates in EON, the logic slot in
MLMs, and code embedded in MBTA modules. These systems permit true or false values for
each criterion. We considered the additional possibility that there would be situations in which it
would be desirable to specify that a subset of n criteria must be satisfied before proceeding, and
we included this option in the sharable representation. Developers of the four systems intend that
the logical statement for a criterion take the form of a predicate-logic sentence, but none of those
systems enforce a particular structure to logical statements. We recognize the need for greater
structure to represent criteria, but in the initial version of GLIF, we leave these statements as nar-
rative text.

3.2.8 Decomposition of actions. For complex guidelines it is useful to be able to decompose ac-
tions into smaller actions. The EON system includes this ability because it was designed for
complex clinical-trial protocols. We believe that a strategy for decomposing actions is important
for any complex guideline that we might want to encode in our sharable representation.

3.2.9 Links to guideline resources. MLMs include a citations slot and a links slot that specify
relevant citations in the literature and links to other supportive information, respectively.
GEODE-CM provides the option of referencing supplemental material in association with every
node, action, transition, and pertinent datum. MBTA emphasizes the importance of explaining
the reasoning behind recommendations to users, and through the explainers can refer to or sum-
marize published guideline information. We concluded that providing links to text, citations, and
World Wide Web resources is crucial for the sharable representation.
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3.3. GLIF Specification

The GLIF specification consists of the GLIF model and the GLIF syntax. The GLIF model
consists of a set of classes for guideline entities, attributes of those classes, and data types for the
attribute values. A particular guideline encoded in GLIF is an instance of the general guideline
model. Figure 1 depicts the classes and attributes in the model; Appendix A gives the full speci-
fication of the GLIF model.

To encode a guideline according to the GLIF model, authors express the guideline knowledge
using GLIF syntax. The GLIF syntax specifies the format of the text file that contains the en-
coding. Although we do not present a formal specification of the syntax here, we present, in Fig-
ure 2, sample text from a guideline encoded using the syntax.

Action
Specification

Guideline
Step

Patient
Data

Action
Step

Conditional
Step

Branch
Step

Synchronization
Step

action
subguideline
next_step

condition
destination
otherwise

branch
selection_method
order_constraint

next_step
continuation

name
patient_data
description
didactics

name
didactics

name
type
possible_values
temporal_constraint
didactics

number_to_select
criteria

Criterion

k_of_n*
Criterion

Boolean
Criterion

spec

type
didactics

Guideline

name
author
sintention
eligibility_criteria
step
sfirst_step
didactics

Supplemental
Material

WWW*
*Material

Local
Material

material URL

label
MIME_type

Guideline
Model

Figure 1. GLIF classes and attributes. Classes (shown in boxes) are arranged in a hierarchy.
Each class has its own attributes (shown in a list) as well as any attributes that it inherits from a
class above.

*k_of_n = k criteria, from a total of n criteria

**WWW = World Wide Web

3.3.1 GLIF Model
The GLIF guideline object has a name, a list of authors, a characterization of the guideline’s in-
tention, a specification of the patient-eligibility criteria, an unordered list of all steps in the
guideline, an indication of the starting step in the guideline, and a list of supporting didactic ma-
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terial.

The guideline intention is a characterization of the purpose of the guideline, currently encoded
as narrative text. Eligibility criteria, encoded as a set of criterion objects, are conditions that
must be true before a guideline can be applied to a particular patient. Didactics provide back-
ground or supporting information; such information may be stored locally as text (including bib-
liographic citations) or provided by reference to a uniform resource locator (URL) that desig-
nates a site on the World Wide Web. Other classes in GLIF also allow optional inclusion of ex-
ternal didactic information.

The guideline specification consists of a collection of steps that are linked together in a directed
graph. There are four types of guideline steps: (1) action steps, (2) conditional steps, (3) branch
steps, and (3) synchronization steps.

Action steps specify clinical actions that are to be performed in the patient-care process. An ac-
tion step may name a subguideline, which provides greater detail for the action. Each action step
contains exactly one action specification and one pointer to the next step in the guideline. An ac-
tion specification has a name, a list of patient data, a description of the action in narrative text,
and an optional list of associated supporting didactic materials. If the action involves the collec-
tion of patient data, such data are specified as a set of data elements associated with that particu-
lar action. A patient data element is defined by a name, a data type, an optional list of accept-
able values, a temporal constraint on how recent a value must be to be considered valid, and a list
of supporting didactic materials. If the action is purely therapeutic and involves no data collec-
tion, then the set of patient data is empty.

Conditional steps direct flow from one guideline step to another. A conditional step may link
any guideline step to any other guideline step. A conditional step contains a condition, or crite-
rion, which is a logical statement that may be evaluated to true or false. If the condition is true,
then control flow goes to the step specified by the destination attribute. Alternatively, if the crite-
rion is false, control flow goes to the step specified by the otherwise attribute. No transition is
specified if available data do not allow evaluation of the criterion.

Branch steps direct flow to multiple guideline steps. The author specifies whether all, some, or
only one of these steps must take place. In addition, the author specifies whether the steps are to
occur in a specified order or in parallel.

Synchronization steps are used in conjunction with branch steps. When a branch step is fol-
lowed by multiple guideline steps, the flow of control must eventually converge in a single step.
Each branch may lead to a series of steps, resulting in a set of branching paths. The step at which
the paths converge is the synchronization step. The direct predecessors of a synchronization step
can be any type of guideline step; at some previous point, however, there must have been a
branch step. When the flow of control reaches the synchronization step, a continuation attribute
specifies whether (1) all the preceding steps must have been completed before control can move
to the next step, or (2) just one of the branches needs to have been completed before control can
move on.

3.3.2. Sample GLIF-Encoded Guideline
To demonstrate the encoding of a guideline in GLIF, we give a simple example, using a hypo-
thetical text-based guideline for administration of a vaccine:
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Patients at high risk should receive the vaccine. Patients at high risk include
health-care workers, patients older than 65 years, and children under 12 years.
Children under 12 years should receive the pediatric dosage. Other patients for
whom the vaccine is indicated should receive the adult dosage.

A portion of the GLIF-encoded version is shown in Figure 2 (the full guideline is presented in
Appendix B). A graphical representation of the entire guideline is shown in Figure 3.

Guideline Example
{

name = “Guideline for Vaccine X”;
authors = SEQUENCE 1 { “Mary Doe, MD”; };
eligibility_criteria = NULL;
intention = “Decide whether to recommend the Generic vaccine

and at what dosage”;
steps =

SEQUENCE 8
{ (Branch_Step 1); (Action_Step 1); (Action_Step 2);

(Synchronization_Step 1); (Conditional_Step 1); (Conditional_Step 2);
(Action_Step 3); (Action_Step 4);

};
first_step = (Branch_Step 1);
didactics =

SEQUENCE 1
{

Supplemental_Material 1
{ label = “critique”;

MIME_TYPE = “text/plain”;
material = “Published guideline does not contain explicit eligibility criteria.”;

};
};

}
//____________________________
Branch_Step 1
{

name = “collect data”
branches =

SEQUENCE 2
{ (Action_Step 1);

(Action_Step 2);
};

selection_method = all_of;
order_constraint = any_order;
didactics = SEQUENCE 0 {};

}
//___________________________________
Action_Step 1
{

name = “Get occupation”;
action = . . . (see appendix B)

}
//____________________________
Action_Step 2
{

name = “Get age”;
action = . . .  (see appendix B)
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}
//____________________________
Synchronization_Step 1
{

name = “wait until data collected”;
next_step = (Conditional_Step 1);
continuation = wait_for_all;
didactics = SEQUENCE 0 {};

}
//____________________________
Conditional_Step 1
{

name = “Age < 12?”;
condition =

Boolean_Criterion 1
{ type = k_two_valued;

spec = “AGE < 12”;
didactics = SEQUENCE 0 {};

};
destination = (Action_Step 3);
otherwise = (Conditional_Step 2)
didactics = SEQUENCE 0 {};

}
//____________________________
Action_Step 3
{

name = “Pediatric dosage”;
action =

Action_Spec 3
{ name = “Administer pediatric dosage“;

intension = “Administer pediatric vaccine dosage“;
patient_data = SEQUENCE 0 {};
description = "inject 1 cc of vaccine X into muscle";
didactics = SEQUENCE 0 {};

};
subguideline = NULL;
next_step = NULL;
didactics = SEQUENCE 0 {};

}

Figure 2. A portion of a GLIF-encoding of a simple vaccine guideline.
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Figure 3. Graphical representation of the simple vaccine guideline.

This guideline relies on data about a patient’s age and occupation to determine recommendations
for administering the vaccine. The text-based version of the guideline does not specify the order
in which age and occupation data should be collected. Therefore, the encoded version of the
guideline uses a branch step, which leads to two action steps for collecting these data. The
branch step says that the two actions can be performed in any order. Following collection of age
and occupation data, the flow of control leads to a synchronization step, where control waits until
both action steps have been completed before moving on.

The guideline then uses a conditional step to determine whether the patient is under 12 years of
age. If so, the next step is an action step, in which the pediatric dose is administered. Otherwise,
control passes to a conditional step to determine whether the patient is a health-care worker or is
older than 65 years. If one of these characteristics holds, then the conditional step indicates, by
the destination attribute, that the next step is an action step, in which the adult dose is adminis-
tered. If neither criterion is met, the guideline finishes.
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4. Evaluation of Encoding Guidelines in GLIF
We performed a pilot study to assess the expressivity of GLIF in the representation of four se-
lected clinical guidelines and to measure the variability that occurs when two encoders encode
the same text-based guideline: (1) influenza vaccination,36 (2) cholesterol screening and man-
agement,37 (3) breast-mass workup,38 and (4) breast-cancer treatment protocol.39 We chose these
four guidelines because at least one InterMed site had experience with each guideline, and be-
cause each guideline is of a different type. Using the IOM’s categorization, we included one
guideline whose purpose is screening and prevention (influenza vaccination), one guideline in-
tended for screening and prevention but that also can be categorized as a simple guideline for
care of a clinical condition (cholesterol management), one guideline that reflects diagnosis and
pre-diagnosis management of patients (breast-mass workup), and one relatively complex guide-
line for care of a clinical condition (breast-cancer treatment protocol).

For each guideline, two researchers from different InterMed sites independently encoded the
guideline from the same text-based source. For the breast-mass workup and the breast-cancer
treatment protocol, a flowchart was also available for use by encoders. None of these guidelines
was originally authored for direct use in a computer-based application. After the two encoders
assigned to each guideline had completed the encoding task, a third researcher from a different
site reviewed the pair of encodings. Table 1 shows the test guidelines, the sites responsible for
encoding, and the sites responsible for reviewing.

Table 1. Guidelines encoded in GLIF evaluation.*

Guideline Encoders Reviewer

1. Breast-mass workup guideline BWH,* Stanford Columbia

2. Breast-cancer treatment protocol BWH, Stanford MGH**

3. Cholesterol screening and management BWH, MGH Columbia

4. Influenza-vaccine recommendations Stanford, MGH BWH

*BWH = Brigham and Women’s Hospital

**MGH = Massachusetts General Hospital

The encoders found the encoding task relatively straightforward, although sometimes laborious
and time consuming.∗ None of the encoders reported any problems in performing this task and
each thought that GLIF was adequately expressive. However, this may be simply because all en-
coders were members of the InterMed group that developed GLIF, and thus, shared an under-
standing of how the classes were intended to be used. In contrast, a comparison of the encodings
created for the same guideline by two different encoders revealed substantial variability.

                                                
∗ The encoding of a guideline from natural language text to GLIF is a cognitive task, and could have different results

depending on the background knowledge and perspective of the encoder. Recognizing this problem, we have sepa-

rately studied the process using cognitive-evaluation techniques, providing a detailed description of this process and

resulting lessons.40
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Table 2. Number of objects in GLIF from two different encodings.

Breast-mass workup guideline Encoding #1 Encoding #2

Guideline 1 3

Steps

  Action step 19 20

    Action specification 19 13

  Conditional step 19 12

    Criteria

     Boolean 19 12

      k_of_n 0 0

  Branch/Synchronization steps 1 6

 Patient_data 11 15

Breast-cancer treatment protocol

Guideline 1 4

Steps

  Action step 31 26

    Action specification 30 11

  Conditional step 13 17

    Criteria

     Boolean 14 14

      k_of_n 0 0

  Branch/Synchronization steps 12 13

 Patient_data 5 21

Cholesterol guideline

Guideline 1 5

Steps

  Action step 33 41

    Action specification 12 28

  Conditional step 15 29

  Criteria

    Boolean 12 26

    k_of_n 3 0

  Branch/Synchronization steps 6 0

 Patient_data 13 11

Influenza-vaccine recommendations
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Guideline 1 3

Steps 40 38

  Action step 19 20

    Action specification 19 13

  Conditional step 19 12

    Criteria 19 12

     Boolean 19 12

     k_of_n 0 0

  Branch/Synchronization steps 1 6

 Patient_data 11 15

In Table 2, we show the number of each type of GLIF object used in each encoding. These data
demonstrate that it is possible for two people to encode the same guideline and to make different
modeling decisions about when to use action steps, conditional steps, branch and synchronization
steps, and patient data elements. We sought to understand sources of variation by analyzing the
resultant encodings to find reasons for such differences.

One type of variability was due to differences in interpretation of the sequence in which data
elements should be collected. For example, published guidelines often recommend that specific
actions be performed if certain values for particular data elements are obtained. Those guidelines
may not specify, however, in what order the data should be collected. We found examples in
which certain encoders decided to organize data collection in parallel, using branch and synchro-
nization steps, whereas other encoders used their background medical knowledge to propose a
more realistic collection of information (e.g., history items first, followed by physical examina-
tion, followed by laboratory tests).

Frequently, the encoded guideline varied in its level of detail. For example, for the influenza-
vaccination guideline, the concept “no contraindications to influenza vaccine” was specified in
one encoding, whereas “no sensitivity to eggs” and “no history of hypersensitivity to the vac-
cine” were specified in the other encoding. Similarly, in the breast-mass workup guideline, the
concept “risk factors for breast cancer” was specified in one encoding, whereas “history of fibro-
cystic disease” and “late first pregnancy” were specified in the other encoding. In the breast-
cancer treatment protocol, one encoding asked “OK to start chemotherapy?” whereas the other
asked specific questions such as “serum creatinine < 2 mg/dl?” and “SGOT < 1.2 times normal?”

The number of conditional steps varied depending on whether criteria were specified as atomic
sentences or as composite sentences. We define an atomic sentence, in this context, as a logical
sentence in which only one data element is checked against one value. We define a composite
sentence as a logical sentence that is the conjunction or disjunction of atomic sentences. Typi-
cally, a composite sentence checks the values of multiple data elements. For example, one en-
coder used a series of three conditional steps where each step tested one data element (“age > 3,”
“age < 18,” and “on aspirin”), whereas the other encoder used a single conditional step that
stated several tests in the same criterion (“3 < age < 18 and on aspirin”). This difference resulted
in a different number of criteria and conditional steps for the same guideline.
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There were significant differences in choices made in the specification of data elements. Some-
times  terms could be viewed as synonyms, as for example “health-care worker” or “health-care
provider.” In other cases, the differences were more extreme. For example, a data element in one
encoding of the breast-cancer treatment guideline was “bone-marrow aspirate and biopsy” and a
data element in the other encoding was “bone-marrow cell-morphology statistics.” It is not clear
whether or not these entities are the same, or whether or not the possible values of these data
elements would be the same.

Some differences occurred  due to omission of guideline information by an encoder. In the
breast-mass workup guideline, for example,  the data element “menstrual status” was not used in
any criterion in one encoding of the guideline; this omission would have resulted in an incorrect
recommendation for a patient who was menstruating at the time of visit. In the influenza guide-
line, the data elements “HIV status” and “pregnancy” were not used in criteria for administering
the vaccination in one of the encodings, and the two encodings of this guideline were not
equivalent. In the cholesterol guideline, both encodings included the data element “LDL choles-
terol,” but one encoding did not include the criterion “LDL > 220,” thereby neglecting to give
recommendations for high LDL values.

In summary, we found that it was possible—if not inevitable—that two encoders would encode
the same guideline in two different ways. Sources of variation included differences in the order
in which data elements are collected, differences in the level of detail represented, differences in
the use of atomic sentences or composite sentences in criteria, differences in the specification of
data elements, and omissions due to human error. We believe that it is not necessary to guarantee
uniqueness of encoding with a sharable guideline-representation format. However, the results of
this small study do point out the need for authors of text-based guidelines to specify the order of
steps when order is important, and to be specific about the level of detail required. In this ex-
periment, the encoders who had a medical background were more likely to enhance what was
written in the text-based guideline when they thought that it was necessary to provide a clear
computer-based guideline than were encoders who did not have a medical background. (See also
Patel et al.40).

Differences in the use of atomic sentences and composite sentences would be less common if
criteria were represented in a more structured form. The current version of GLIF uses narrative
text to represent logical criteria, but future versions could have additional classes that explicitly
represent conjunction, disjunction, negation, and specific operators such as is equal to, is greater
than, and is less than.

Differences in the selection and naming of data elements is a fundamental problem for sharing
guidelines that act on clinical data in patient databases. If a standard clinical vocabulary and a
standard data model for clinical data existed, encoders of guidelines would be more likely to en-
code guidelines in the same way. Thus, the development of sharable guidelines requires more
than a common representation such as GLIF, and is closely tied to the development of standards
for the representation of patient data.

Finally, omissions due to human error are clearly undesirable. Ideally, the encoders of guidelines
would also be the domain experts who create the guidelines, in which case error due to lack of
knowledge would not be a problem. However, for domain experts to encode guidelines, we need
good authoring tools that allow the experts to concentrate on the guideline itself, rather than on
the syntax of its formal representation. Even for encoders who are familiar with the encoding
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format, authoring tools can be beneficial because they can identify unintended gaps or inconsis-
tencies in the guideline logic, and they can potentially make the encoding process less time con-
suming.  In this experiment, most of the encoders used word processors to write GLIF code, but
in a few circumstances, they used early versions of authoring tools created by Stanford Univer-
sity41and by the Brigham and Women’s Hospital.31 The development of sophisticated authoring
tools will be an important aspect of future work on computer-based guidelines.

5. Discussion and Future Directions
In addition to MLMs, GEODE-CM, MBTA, and EON, other projects are confronting the prob-
lem of guideline representation.  For example, skeletal-plan instantiation (SPIN), developed by
Uckun, is used for protocol-based treatment planning, plan execution, and execution monitor-
ing.42 SPIN uses skeletal-plan refinement, in a manner similar to EON.34 It also has a syntax for
specifying the flow control of various protocol steps, and an execution model that monitors mis-
matches among intended and expected effects of the guideline actions and observations. SPIN is
limited to dealing with a subset of guidelines—namely, treatment protocols—whereas GLIF is
designed to handle a greater variety of  guideline types.

ASBRU is an intention-based guideline-execution language, developed by Shahar and col-
leagues, that represents a guideline as a set of plans.43 In ASBRU, each plan has a name and five
components: preferences, intentions, conditions, effects, and a plan body that describes the ac-
tions to be executed. ASBRU’s characteristic feature is that the system couples each plan with a
rich set of intentions that reasoning modules can use to compare intelligently a clinician's man-
agement plan with the plan suggested by a guideline. ASBRU’s language for flow control is
similar to that of GLIF.

The PRESTIGE project in Europe builds on the earlier DILEMMA generic protocol model
(DGPM).44 In DGPM (as in GLIF), a protocol contains actions, transitions, and criteria for tran-
sitions. DGPM and GLIF share a hierarchical decomposition structure, and a distinction between
the prescriptive specification (protocol flow) and the actions. In DGPM, just as in GLIF, the im-
plementation of a protocol step results in an action. Both methods use transition and transition
criteria to define guidelines. However, DGPM models the states of an action. For example, an
action may be in the state of being requested, rejected, started, suspended, abandoned, com-
pleted, and so on. DGPM depicts sequences of action states, not actions, whereas GLIF depicts
sequences of actions. For example, in DGPM, a transition criterion may be defined between
abandoning the administration of a drug and the request of a laboratory test. GLIF does not in-
clude that level of detail, which is instead incumbent on the application that utilizes the shared
guideline.

In this paper, we described our collaborative development of a guideline representation and our
evaluation of the expressiveness of this representation. Recognizing that a standard representa-
tion of guideline logic had not yet evolved, the InterMed Collaboratory sought to identify fea-
tures that were common and universally important by analyzing four existing systems and
working toward a consensus model.  This guideline representation needed to fulfill at least the
requirements of the InterMed sites, and potentially the requirements represented by guideline
implementations at other institutions. Our evaluation of GLIF found that the representation was
sufficient to model the clinical algorithms of the guidelines and protocols that we examined. On
the other hand, there was considerable variability in how encoders in each institution used GLIF
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to model the same guidelines. We found the contributing factors to the variability to be ambigui-
ties in the original guidelines, differences in medical expertise among encoders, differences in
the level of detail at which guidelines were modeled, lack of a well-defined criteria language and
common vocabulary, and errors and omissions.

We have tried to keep our requirements for further development as small as possible, but GLIF
needs improvement in the following areas:

1. Representation of medical concepts: Computer-based guidelines contain information about
medical concepts, such as diseases, symptoms, physical findings, surgical procedures, and labo-
ratory tests. Such concepts are essential for the expression of eligibility criteria, conditions, ac-
tions, and patient data in a GLIF-encoded guideline, and for the representation and use of pa-
tient-specific data with a particular guideline. Unfortunately, different institutions do not always
use the same clinical vocabulary or coding system for concept representation. In the absence of a
standard clinical vocabulary, the sharability of computer-based guidelines that act on patient data
is limited. Therefore, our ability to share GLIF-encoded guidelines depends on the evolution of
vocabulary standards.

2. Representation of criterion logic: We currently represent conditional expressions (e.g., in eli-
gibility criteria or in conditional steps) as strings. The guideline author writes such a criterion in
narrative text using any vocabulary for clinical concepts and any other natural-language terms to
create a readable clause. For example, a condition might be patient is over 65 years old or pa-
tient has a chronic pulmonary disease, such as asthma, emphysema, or chronic bronchitis. How-
ever, we do not have natural-language processors that can parse and make sense out of such
clauses. Thus, a formal syntax for the representation of conditional expressions is essential. Ex-
isting standards include KIF, which supports first order predicate logic, and Arden Syntax, which
supports Boolean expressions as well as simple temporal conditions.25

3. Representation of temporal information: Complex expressions that show temporal trends, such
as rapidly decreasing platelet counts, are expressed as narrative text. Temporal expressions have
been of great interest to the medical-informatics community.45,46,47,48 Shahar has studied in depth
the problem of detecting temporal patterns, such as direction and rate of change of laboratory-
test results.49 Recently, he and his colleagues have developed a rich notation for specifying tem-
poral intervals that allows multiple time lines and uncertainty in starting time, ending time, and
duration.50 His work addresses the need to express temporal information in clinical guidelines.
These models could provide a starting point for representing complex temporal expressions in
GLIF.

4. Representation of uncertainty: There are several types of uncertainty that affect patient data
and guidelines. First, the individual who collected the patient data may be uncertain about the
truth of a given medical statement. For example, the clinician might believe that the patient
probably had a myocardial infarction in the past based on patient history, but in the absence of
concrete evidence, she cannot be certain. Second, data required by a guideline may be impossible
to obtain. For example, the clinician may document that the family history is unknown because
the patient was adopted and does not know who his family was. Third, a data value may be un-
certain because it is missing or has not yet been collected. A guideline may recognize the differ-
ence between data that have not yet been collected (prompting a particular action to obtain the
data), and data that cannot be collected, at which point the guideline must continue without it. At
present, GLIF has no way to recognize and handle these kinds of uncertainty about patient data.
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These four limitations in GLIF should be addressed by future work. Other tasks to undertake are
the creation of an Internet-accessible guideline server, of guideline-authoring tools that permit
graphical display of guideline information, guideline construction, and automatic encoding, and
of guideline-application programs that are based on the sharable representation and that interact
directly with clinical data stored in local patient databases.

Creation of GLIF was possible because the InterMed project permitted workers at geographically
disparate locations to recognize common goals in computer-based guideline research and to col-
laborate despite differences in local computing infrastructure in the health-care delivery envi-
ronment and differences in institutional demands. The GLIF specification is the product of a
team effort, in which striving for consensus was an important part of the task. The consensus-
building process demonstrated that a common understanding of functionality and terms used for
guideline structural elements was necessary for the different groups to reach agreement on a
guideline-representation specification.  We evaluated our model and the GLIF encoding process
in a preliminary study. We found the syntax to be adequately expressive, but recognized that dif-
ferent individuals produced different encodings due to different modeling choices, different rep-
resentations of criteria given the use of narrative text in the current version of GLIF, and differ-
ent terminology selected for data elements in the absence of standards for clinical vocabulary and
data models. We are enhancing the GLIF representation as described here; GLIF is therefore a
model in evolution. We hope that this work on GLIF will encourage the development  of stan-
dards for representing clinical guidelines for use in computer-based systems.
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Appendix A.

The following specification describes our GuideLine Interchange Format (GLIF) using the Inter-
face Definition Language of the Object Management Group; interfaces listed below correspond
to classes shown in Figure 1. This is not a specification of the GLIF syntax.

/*-----------------------------------------------------------------*
/*
/* InterMed Guideline Representation Specification
/*
/* GLIF
/*
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------* /

/****************************************************************************/
/* FORWARDS */

interface Guideline;
interface Guideline_Step;
interface Patient_Data;
interface Action_Spec;
interface Criterion;
interface Supplemental_Material;

/****************************************************************************/
/* TYPES */

typedef sequence <Guideline_Step> t_step_list;
typedef sequence <Patient_Data> t_data_list;
typedef sequence <Criterion> t_criterion_list;
typedef sequence <Supplemental_Material> t_supplement_list;
typedef sequence <string> t_string_list;

/****************************************************************************/
/* CLASSES */

/*------------------------
* Top-level classes
*------------------------*/

interface Guideline_Model
{
};

/*-------------
* Guideline
*--------------*/
interface Guideline:Guideline_Model
{
  attribute string name;
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  attribute t_string_list authors;

  /* a formal characterization of the guideline */
  /* -- format has yet to be decided */
  /* -- perhaps a combination of {Evaluation, Management, Treatment} with */
  /*  a specific problem, e.g., Evaluation of Breast Mass */
  attribute string intention;

  /* an unordered list of criteria that all must be true of a patient */
  /* before applying this guideline */
  attribute Criterion eligibility_criteria;

  /* an unordered list of all Step objects used to represent the guideline */
  attribute t_step_list steps;

  /* the first Step object in the guideline */
  /* -- if the eligibility criteria are true, start here */
  attribute Guideline_Step first_step;

  attribute t_supplement_list didactics;
};

/*---------------------------------------------
* Guideline_Step: an abstract class.
*----------------------------------------------*/
interface Guideline_Step:Guideline_Model
{
  attribute string name;
  attribute t_supplement_list didactics;
};

/*-----------------
* Action_Step
*-----------------*/
interface Action_Step:Guideline_Step
{
  /* specification of the action, if any, to be performed in this step */
  attribute Action_Spec action;

  /* optional specification of the action at a finer level of granularity */
  attribute Guideline subguideline;

  /* next step in the guideline after action */
  attribute Guideline_Step next_step;
};

/*------------------------
* Conditional_Step
*------------------------*/
interface Conditional_Step:Guideline_Step
{
  /* the criteria that must be true in order to go to destination */
  attribute Criterion condition;

  /* step to take if condition is true */
  attribute Guideline_Step destination;
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  /* step to take if condition is not true */
  attribute Guideline_Step otherwise;

};

/*-----------------
* Branch_Step
*------------------*/
enum t_ordering {any_order, parallel};
enum t_selection {all_of, some_of, one_of};

interface Branch_Step
{
  /* an unordered list of possible subsequent steps */
  attribute t_step_list branches;

  /* which of the steps must be performed */
  attribute t_selection selection_method;

  /* true if the steps must be performed in parallel */
  attribute t_ordering order_constraint;
};

/*-----------------------------
* Synchronization_Step
*------------------------------*/
enum t_continue {wait_for_all, proceed_after_one, loop};

interface Synchronization_Step:Guideline_Step
{
  /* specification of the next step */
  attribute Guideline_Step next_step;

  /* This attribute has three possible values enumerating rules about  */
  /* when to proceed to the next step:                 */
  /*  "wait_for_all" -- all of the preceeding steps must be completed */
  /*  "proceed_after_one" -- continue when any of the preceeding steps */
  /*             has completed               */
  /*  "loop" -- used for looping: thus, repeat the action whenever   */
  /*       one of the preceeding steps has completed.       */
  attribute t_continue continuation;
};

/*---------------------------
* Action Specification
*----------------------------*/
interface Action_Spec:Guideline_Model
{
  attribute string name;

  /* the goal that is supposed to be achieved by performing this action */
  /*  - specification format has not yet been determined */
  attribute string intention;
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  /* the patient data for which the action is to be performed. */
  /* if this data is already available (and meets temporal_constraint), */
  /* the action does not need to be performed */
  attribute t_data_list patient_data;

  /* the action specification */
  /*  - specification format has not yet been determined */
  attribute string description;

  attribute t_supplement_list didactics;
};

/*-----------------
* Patient Data
*------------------*/
interface Patient_Data:Guideline_Model
{
  /* formal identification of patient data item */
  /*  - patient data model has not yet been determined */
  attribute string name;

  /* what is the data type of the data item */
  attribute string type;

  /* the possible values for this data item */
  attribute t_string_list possible_values;

  /* how recent the data item has to be in order to be useful */
  attribute string temporal_constraint;

  attribute t_supplement_list didactics;
};

/*------------------------------------
* Classes for logical Criteria
*------------------------------------*/
enum t_logic_type {k_two_valued, k_three_valued};

interface Criterion:Guideline_Model
{
  /* the logic is typed by the number of possible values it can evaluate to */
  attribute t_logic_type type;

  attribute t_supplement_list didactics;
};

interface Boolean_Criterion:Criterion
{
  /* formal specification of criterion logic */
  /*  - specification language has not yet been determined */
  attribute string spec;
};

interface K_Of_N_Criteria: Criterion
{
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  /* the K criteria that must be true */
  attribute short number_to_select;

  /* the set of N criteria */
  attribute t_criterion_list criteria;
};

/*--------------------------------------------
* Classes for Supporting Materials
*--------------------------------------------*/
interface Supplemental_Material:Guideline_Model
{
  /* the purpose of the material */
  attribute string label;

  /* extensible MIME standard for type of material */
  attribute string MIME_type;
};

interface Local_Material:Supplemental_Material
{
  /* the material */
  attribute string material;
};

interface WWW_Material:Supplemental_Material
{
  /* URL of supplemental material */
  attribute string URL;
};
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Appendix B.

The following is an example of a complete GLIF encoding of the simple flu vaccine guideline
described in Figures 2 and 3.

Guideline Example
{

name = “Guideline for Vaccine X”;
authors = SEQUENCE 1 { “Mary Doe, MD”; };
eligibility_criteria = NULL;
intention = “Decide whether to recommend the Generic vaccine

and at what dosage”;
steps =

SEQUENCE 8
{ (Branch_Step 1);

(Action_Step 1);
(Action_Step 2);
(Synchronization_Step 1);
(Conditional_Step 1);
(Conditional_Step 2);
(Action_Step 3);
(Action_Step 4);

};
first_step = (Branch_Step 1);
didactics =

SEQUENCE 1
{

Supplemental_Material 1
{ label = “critique”;

MIME_TYPE = “text/plain”;
material = “Published guideline does not

contain explicit eligibility criteria.”;
};

};
}
//____________________________
Branch_Step 1
{

name = “collect data”
branches =

SEQUENCE 2
{ (Action_Step 1);

(Action_Step 2);
};

selection_method = all_of;
order_constraint = any_order;
didactics = SEQUENCE 0 {};

}
//___________________________________
Action_Step 1
{

name = “Get occupation”;
action =

Action_Spec 1
{
name = “Determine if Health Care Worker“;
intension = "Get patient data";
patient_data =
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SEQUENCE 1
{

Patient_Data 1
{ name = “Occupation”;

type = boolean;
possible_values =

SEQUENCE 2
{ (“health care worker”);

(“non-health care worker”);
}

temporal_constraint = “current”;
didactics = SEQUENCE 0 {};

};
};

description = NULL;
didactics = SEQUENCE 0 {};
};

subguideline = NULL;
next_step = (Synchronization_Step 1);
didactics = SEQUENCE 0 {};

}
//____________________________
Action_Step 2
{

name = “Get age”;
action =

Action_Spec 2
{
name = “Determine age of patient“;
intension = "Get patient data";
patient_data =

SEQUENCE 1
{

Patient_Data 2
{ name = “Age”;

type = positive integer;
possible_values =

SEQUENCE 120 {0...120};
temporal_constraint = “current”;
didactics = SEQUENCE 0 {};

};
};

description = NULL;
didactics = SEQUENCE 0 {};
};

subguideline = NULL;
next_step = (Synchronization_Step 1);
didactics = SEQUENCE 0 {};

}
//____________________________
Synchronization_Step 1
{

name = “wait until data collected”;
next_step = (Conditional_Step 1);
continuation = wait_for_all;
didactics = SEQUENCE 0 {};

}
//____________________________
Conditional_Step 1
{

name = “Age < 12?”;
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condition =
Boolean_Criterion 1
{ type = k_two_valued;

spec = “AGE < 12”;
didactics = SEQUENCE 0 {};

};
destination = (Action_Step 3);
otherwise = (Conditional_Step 2)
didactics = SEQUENCE 0 {};

}
//____________________________
Conditional_Step 2
{

name = “Health Care Worker OR Age > 65?”:
condition =

Boolean_Criterion 1
{ type = k_two_valued;

spec = “(Occupation is health_care_worker) OR (Age > 65)”;
didactics = SEQUENCE 0 {};

};
destination = (Action_Step 4);
otherwise = NULL;
didactics = SEQUENCE 0 {};

}
//____________________________
Action_Step 3
{

name = “Pediatric dosage”;
action =

Action_Spec 3
{ name = “Administer pediatric dosage“;

intension = “Administer pediatric vaccine dosage“;
patient_data = SEQUENCE 0 {};
description = "inject 1 cc of vaccine X into muscle";
didactics = SEQUENCE 0 {};

};
subguideline = NULL;
next_step = NULL;
didactics = SEQUENCE 0 {};

}
//____________________________
Action_Step 4
{

name = “Adult dosage”;
action =

Action_Spec 4
{ name = “Administer adult vaccine dosage“;

intension = “Administer adult vaccine dosage“;
patient_data = SEQUENCE 0 {};
description = "inject 2 cc of vaccine X into muscle";
didactics = SEQUENCE 0 {};

};
subguideline = NULL;
next_step = NULL;
didactics = SEQUENCE 0 {};

}


